A linear unsaturating magnetoresistance at high perpendicular magnetic fields, together with a quadratic positive magnetoresistance at low fields, has been seen in many different experimental materials, ranging from silver chalcogenides and thin films of InSb to topological materials like graphene and Dirac semimetals. In the literature, two very different theoretical approaches have been used to explain this classical magnetoresistance as a consequence of sample disorder. The phenomenological Random Resistor Network model constructs a grid of four-terminal resistors, each with a varying random resistance. The Effective Medium Theory model imagines a smoothly varying disorder potential that causes a continuous variation of the local conductivity. Here, we demonstrate numerically that both models belong to the same universality class and that a restricted class of the Random Resistor Network is actually equivalent to the Effective Medium Theory. Both models are also in good agreement with experiments on a diverse range of materials. Moreover, we show that in both cases, a single parameter, i.e. the ratio of the fluctuations in the carrier density to the average carrier density, completely determines the magnetoresistance profile.
Introduction -The study of magnetoresistance (MR) is important both from a theoretical perspective, where it is a tool to probe the fundamental electronic properties of a material -such as the band topology [1] as well as from the point of view of applied physicsfor example, magnetic memory read-heads use MR as its working principle [2, 3] . There is a diverse range of mechanisms that can generate magnetoresistance including, for example, geometrical anisotropy [4, 5] , multiple carrier channels [6] , and spin dependent scattering [7] . At low temperatures, even weak magnetic fields disrupt the quantum interference between electron paths, which can give rise to either positive or negative magnetoresistance depending on the symmetry of the electron wavefunctions [8] (and this mechanism was recently used to probe the nature of spin-relaxation in monolayers of transition-metal dichalcogenides [9] ). In strong magnetic fields, the formation of Landau levels gives rise to Abrikosov quantum magnetoresistance, which shows a positive unsaturating linear MR [10] , while a large negative magnetoresistance is often seen in ferromagnetic systems [11] . Longitudinal MR has also been suggested as a probe of the axial anomaly in Weyl semimetals [12, 13] .
In this Letter, we are interested in how macroscopic disorder can produce a magnetoresistance in the transverse configuration, where the magnetic field is aligned perpendicular to the current. Here, the spatial variation of resistivity causes a component of the classical Lorentz force to have a component acting against the local direction of current flow. Disorder-induced MR gained attention about twenty years ago when it was invoked to explain the surprising experimental observation of unsaturating linear magnetoresistance in silver chalcogenides [14, 15] . The hallmark of disorderinduced MR is an unsaturating linear MR at high magnetic fields and a quadratic MR at low fields, that is relatively insensitive to temperature. These features are now ubiquitous and have been observed in a wide class of materials including transition metal compounds [16] [17] [18] , silver chalcogenides [19] , monolayer graphene [20] , bilayer graphene [21, 22] , Dirac semimetals [23] [24] [25] [26] , and black phosphorus [27] . There has also been significant theoretical interest in disorder induced MR in recent years [28] [29] [30] . The fact that this MR persists to room temperature underscores its potential for technological impact [14, 31] -this mechanism also provides a very tractable platform for technological applications where one simply needs to make a sample dirtier in order to enhance the magnitude of the MR.
The theoretical models of disorder induced MR build on ideas used to understand disordered media in the absence of a magnetic field, which itself has a long history [32] . Two particular models have been especially successful, namely the random resistor network model (RRN) [33] and the self-consistent effective medium theory [34, 35] . For the case of binary mixtures in a cubic lattice, Kirkpatrick [36] showed almost fifty years ago that the two theories, although quite different in conception, actually gave the same result for the disorder-averaged resistance, provided that one stayed on the metallic side of the percolative metalto-insulator transition. However, when applied to the problem of magnetoresistance, the theoretical developments for these two approaches diverged again and the aforementioned experiments have been interpreted only in terms of one or the other.
More than a decade ago, one of us introduced [37] a Random Resistor Network model (RRN) to treat magnetoresistance in disordered silver chalcogenides using a network of four terminal resistors. In addition to adding the effects of a magnetic field, our RRN had the value of each resistor drawn from a continuous probability distribution (unlike Ref. [36] ) so that the magnetoresistance could depend on both the mean resistance and the fluctuations in resistance. This model successfully captured the crossover from quadratic to linear MR and agreed with the magnitude of the observed magnetore- The former characterizes the material as a network of four terminal resistors where the resistance value of each unit is random, while the latter models the material as an amalgamation of puddles where the conductivity is a continuous random variable (in this case σ(n) = nµ, where n is a random variable following a Gaussian distribution with mean n0 and standard deviation nrms). (b) Equivalence of the RRN and EMT theories: As discussed in the main text, both the EMT and RRN theories can be formulated in terms of n0 and nrms. The magnetoresistance is plotted here as a function of µB for disorder parameter η = n 0 nrms = 0.1, 1, 10. Notice that both theories depend only on the ratio of average carrier density to fluctuations in carrier density and give the same value of MR in both the low-field quadratic regime and the high-field linear regime, thus establishing the equivalence of the two theories.
sistance. A few years later, Guttal and Stroud [38] generalized the Effective Medium Theory (EMT) for a model of binary resistances to include a magnetic field, and also found the crossover from quadratic to linear MR. More recently, while studying disordered monolayer graphene, two of us further developed [20] the EMT to include a continuous distribution of resistances and observed that the crossover from quadratic to linear MR depends only on a single parameter, namely the ratio of the fluctuations in carrier density to the average carrier density. In particular, the magnitude of the MR did not depend on any of the properties of monolayer graphene such as the Dirac band-structure or the presence of both conduction and valence bands.
While these two approaches for treating disorderinduced MR are very different, as illustrated in Fig. 1a , our main result is that the RRN and EMT are the same theory and can successfully model MR in a wide class of materials. We show in this work that the two models belong to the same universality class, and that the RRN can be configured such that there exists a one-toone mapping with the EMT, as shown in Fig. 1b . The two are equivalent such that for a given input disorder parameter, the resultant MR at any dimensionless magnetic field is the same for either theory.
Random Resistor Network -The RRN model consists of a square grid of connected four terminal resistors. Two terminal resistors would not allow for transverse currents and hence, each resistor must have at least four terminals to capture the physics of magnetoresistance. Each resistor has an impedance matrix given by
Here, ρ is the disk scalar resistivity and we define a dimensionless magnetic field β = µ 0 B, where µ 0 is a phenomenological mobility-like parameter. The matrix elements depend on additional network specific parameters γ and δ, where we define a = −γ + β, b = γ + β, c = δ − β and d = −δ − β.
The scalar resistivity value is given by ρ = 1 n , where n is a random variable chosen from a Gaussian distribution with mean n 0 and standard deviation n rms . (As seen in Fig. 1b, we show that the magnetoresistance of the RRN only depends on η = n0 nrms and not on either n 0 or n rms independently). The zero field mobility of the resistors is defined as µ = σ n0 , where σ is the conductivity in the absence of disorder and depends only on the parameters γ and δ. (Note that in the RRN model, the phenomenological µ 0 defined above is an independent parameter in the theory from µ, the mobility at zero magnetic field).
In our work, we found it sufficient to use a 40×40 square grid of random resistors. Two possible sets of boundary conditions are possible -one is the hard boundary condition [37, 39] , where the left edge of the network is grounded and the right edge is set to a constant voltage, creating "hard" edges. The other is periodic boundary conditions [19] , where the voltage drop across every row of the network is kept constant, but no absolute voltage is specified along the edges.
The input current on each row is also restricted to equal the output current, creating a "periodic" tile in an infinite material. The resistivity of the network is solved using Kirchoff's laws for currents and voltages. For the fixed boundary conditions, the MR is superlinear (sublinear) in the case of even (odd) network sizes, and in the limit of N → ∞ one then observes the characteristic non-saturating quadratic-to-linear MR. One feature of the fixed boundary conditions is that it displays a finite MR even for the case of zero disorder, and the magnitude of the MR depends on the network size. To avoid having this residual MR, for the rest of this work we focus only on the RRN with periodic boundary conditions. To summarize, the RRN takes as input parameters η (i.e. the ratio of carrier density and density fluctuations), γ and δ (network parameters from Eq. 1), and the dimensionless magnetic field µ 0 B, and gives the transverse magnetoresistance ρ xx .
Effective Medium Theory -The Effective Medium Theory assumes that a sample is broken up into large macroscopic "puddles" each with a given conductivity. One can understand the origin of these macroscopic puddles as a consequence of some inhomogeneous impurity potential. This spatially varying potential induces spatially varying local carrier densities and, consequently, varying local conductivities. Requiring that the average electric field over the sample be the same as the applied electric field, while allowing local variations in the electric field across different regions, one obtains the EMT equations. They are given in a general form below
where d is the dimensionality of the system. P [n, n 0 , n rms ] is the carrier distribution and is typically taken to be a Gaussian with mean n 0 and standard deviation n rms .σ(n) is the conductivity matrix as a function of the carrier density andσ E is the effective conductivity that needs to be solved for. Note that the conductivity matrices include diagonal and off diagonal components when one considers the magnetic field,
With a transverse magnetic field, one obtains the form of the conductivity matrix elements as below
where σ(n) = nµ is the zero field conductivity, µ is the mobility and B is the applied magnetic field. The MR in the EMT only depends on η, the ratio of the mean of the Gaussian distribution and its standard deviation, and not on n 0 and n rms independently. Universality of unrestricted RRN and EMT -At first glance, since the RRN has additional input parameters γ and δ that have no analogue in the EMT, one (Color online) The numerical collapse of both the RRN and EMT disorder models onto a single curve when the x and y axes are scaled by Bq and MR(Bq) respectively shows that the theories belong to the same universality class. The mathematical window shows where all possible quadratic to linear curves may lie. Any analytic representation of these theories would only need two parameters corresponding to Bq and MR(Bq). Note that the disorder parameter η = n 0 nrms covers a range spanning two orders of magnitude for both the EMT and the RRN.
would not ordinarily expect any mapping between the two theories. However, both theories predict an MR that is quadratic at low fields and linear at high fields. We can therefore quantify the transition from quadratic to linear in order to identify if the two theories belong to the same universality class. Defining B q as the magnitude of the magnetic field up to which the curve is quadratic (the exponent dropping below 1.999 is the numerical criterion used in this work), we scale the MR versus B curves of both the EMT and the RRN by B q along the x-axis and M R(B q ) along the y axis. Next, we construct a mathematical window for all possible crossovers from quadratic at low fields to linear at high fields. The family of all quadratic to linear functions that have been scaled this way lie inside the window shown in Fig. 2 that is bounded above by the curve y = x 2 and bounded below by the curve y = x 2 for 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 and y = 2x − 1 for x > 1. The upper bound represents an infinitely slow transition from quadratic to linear after B q , while the lower bound represents an instantaneous transition at B q . Remarkably, both the EMT and the RRN curves show a numerical collapse onto the same crossover curve for all values of η. This collapse is valid even when the network parameters γ and δ in the RRN are chosen arbitrarily. The numerical collapse highlights that the EMT and the unrestricted RRN belong to the same universality class. In both cases, the full theory can always be reconstructed from the universal scaled theory with only two parameters corresponding to B q and MR(B q ). Experimental data could be scaled in the same way to determine if the MR mechanism also belongs to this universality class. in the limit µB 1 for both theories. Agreement of A at η = 0.1 is through fitting, but agreement at all other η for A and B shows clear evidence that the two theories are equivalent. This is in contrast to the the quadratic to linear phenomenological formula that has been previously used to characterize MR [40] , which shows quantitatively different results for the relationship between A and B. Note that at large η, we have A ∼ η −2 and B ∼ η −1 .
Equivalence of restricted RRN and EMT -The additional parameters γ and δ in the RRN may be restricted to allow us to make a more rigourous comparison between the two models. First, we define the quadratic coefficient of magnetoresistance as A = M R (µB) 2 for µB 1. For a given µ 0 , we choose any combination of γ and δ (this choice is not unique) such that the quadratic coefficients in the EMT and the RRN match for a single value of η (e.g. η = 0.1). With γ and δ thus constrained, we find that the MR in this restricted RRN depends only on two parameters η and µ 0 B. Thus, both the EMT and the RRN take three input parameters (η, µ and B for the EMT and η, µ 0 and B for the RRN) and output the resistivity. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 1b , the two theories produce identical MR curves for all values of η.
Having established the equivalence of the two theories, we now examine some of the features of this unified theory. Figure 3 shows the quadratic and linear coefficients of MR (A and B) for the EMT and the RRN over two orders of η. While agreement of A at η = 0.1 is by choice of γ and δ, the agreement at all other η for both A and B provides convincing evidence that two theories are indeed equivalent. Moreover, we find that for large η, i.e. in more homogeneous systems, the magnetoresistance persists and the quadratic coefficient goes as A ∼ η −2 while the linear coefficient goes as B ∼ η −1 . This is in agreement with the existing results in the literature [20] , where the quadratic coefficient of the EMT was indeed found to obey this relationship.
We remark that not all quadratic to linear functions, such as the phenomenological quadratic-to-linear formula of Ref. [40] , agree with the EMT and the RRN. In that formula, one had M R = 1 + 2A(µB) 2 − 1, which implies B = √ 2A. Despite obeying the same qualitative relationship between A and B, the magnitude of the coefficient B is different compared to the EMT and RRN for a given A, as shown in Figure 3 .
Comparison with experiments -Next, we compare the EMT-RRN theory with MR experiments from several materials. We begin with the graphene samples from Ref. [20] . In this case, the mobility of the samples is determined through a Hall measurement at high carrier densities. Subsequently, a back gate is used to lower the carrier density and investigate the disordered regime. Figure 4 shows three MR curves for different samples, all of which can be fitted using the EMT-RRN formalism. One can calculate the disorder parameter η through these fits and this can be independently verified through STM measurements. Alternatively, knowing η, one can make quantitative predictions regarding the MR. [20] show good agreement with the EMT-RRN formalism. In these experiments, the mobility is known (one measures the mobility in the regime with low disorder by using a back gate to increase carrier density) and η is a fit parameter. The magnetoresistance data can be used as a measure of disorder, η, or vice versa.
We also compare the theory against MR experiments performed on InSb, Dirac semimetal TlBiSSe and Ag 2 Se. In these experiments, MR data is available for a low field regime and a high field regime. We use the low field data to fit both µ and η and check the agreement of the theory (which has no more free parameters) and experiment in the high field regime. Typically, the low field regime lasts until around 1T and the error in the MR corresponding to the highest magnetic field value is under 20% for each of the three experiments.
Strictly speaking, one should not compare the mobility values obtained through the theory with mobility values obtained through a Hall measurement. Hall [24] ), silver selenide (Ref. [19] ) and indium antimonide (Ref. [41] ) are compared against the EMT-RRN formalism. A back gate to increase the carrier density and measure mobility was not possible and hence there are two free parameters, η and µ, for the theory. We therefore only use the low field data (shown in the insets) to find the best fit for both η and µ. Good agreement is found in each case in the high field linear regime and the fitted µ is within the range of the experimental Hall mobilities of these materials. We conclude that the disorder induced magnetoresistance in these diverse range of materials can indeed be explained by this formalism. measurement mobilities are only valid at high η and these experiments did not have a back gate to increase the carrier density and then do the Hall measurement. However, as a rough guide we may still use them for comparison, and we find that the fitted values of µ are in good agreement with the reported Hall measurement mobility values for comparable samples. The reported Hall mobility values for InSb [41, 42] The agreement between the experimental MR curves and the EMT-RRN theory for such a diverse class of experiments shows that this mechanism for disorder induced magnetoresistance is widespread and provides good validation of our theory. Since the spatial density profile in 2D materials can be measured with local probe methods like STM, such a measurement, in combination with magnetotransport data, would provide a rigorous test of this theory.
